Wedding CD Holder - by Lyn Dwyer
Tools





Fiskars® Premium Trimmer
Fiskars® Fingertip Control Knife
Fiskars® Border Punch-Sunburst
Fiskars® Craft Mat

Materials




Step One




Bella Wedding Cardstock Stickers
BW C92 and BWCO8
Bella Wedding Range –Wedded
paper
Square Embossed White Cards with
Envelopes –Imprints “Fleur de Lys
Adhesive DS tape
Sandpaper-fine

Open card out. Make sure that the pattern is the right way up.
Place card on craft mat and cut through the card on the diagonal......see the photo above.
You can cut this with a Fiskars Trimmer or the Fiskars Fingertip Craft Knife.
Start cutting about 1” in from the corner and leave the same distance the other end. Just wide enough to fit the CD in.
Step Two
Using your trimmer cut a piece of the Wedded Paper 1” x 5.5” .
Punch along one edge of paper with Fiskars Sunburst Border Punch.
Distress the edge with some fine sandpaper or even an emery board will do so that the white core of the paper shows.
Step Three
Adhere the strip of paper to the inside of the CD Holder so that only a little of the punched edge shows...see photo.
Arrange your bird stickers as shown in the picture.
Step Four
Take stickers and attach to the front of the CD Holder as shown above.
Step Five
Adhere card together using DS Tape on the inside of card. If you wish to keep this as a Card...then just add some white
Cardstock under the CD inside so that you don’t see the CD on opening the card.
Tips to Remember:
-

Make sure you have a solid surface to punch on. You could try another Border Punch.

-

If using the craft knife you may need to use a metal ruler.

-

Using different stickers will create a different look.
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